
CHS2580 PRACTICAL
Week 6

Questions
Please note that in answering this week’s questions you will be expected to read the Unix 
man pages and appropriate online manuals!

1. In the lectures we saw that good cryptographic hashing tries to reduce the probability of 
hash collisions. For this question we shall hash the string:

Bagpuss, the magical cat

a. Using a base64 encoding, hash this string. Why is this encoding strategy popular 
with web applications?

b. Using CRC32, hash this string. Is it possible to modify the above string and pre-
serve the CRC32 hash result?

c. Hash this string using base64, CRC32, MD5, SHA1 and SHA256. By simply looking 
at the resulting strings, how can you determine what hashing function was used?

d. Hash the string using sha1deep (aim to piecewise hash every 2 bytes). Now modify 
the string and rehash it. Now see if you can use sha1deep to understand the similari-
ties between the two fuzzy hashes that you have generated.

2. First, use sha1deep to generate a fuzzy hash baseline for your home directory.

a. Add a new file to your home directory and see if you can detect its presence. 

b. Modify an existing file within your home directory and see if you can detect that it 
has changed.

3. Use ssdeep to generate a fuzzy hash baseline for the directory:

/usr/local/share/metasploit-framework.

Now use ssdeep to locate similar files within the Ubuntu installation.

4. Create a text file that contains your name, student ID and shoe size. Calculate an MD5 
and SHA1 hash for this file. Now send an email to a colleague in the room. The email 
body should contain your file’s MD5 and SHA1 hash and have your file attached to it.

When you receive such an email, save the attached file and calculate the file’s MD5 
and SHA1 hashes. Compare your calculated values with those reported to you in the 
email.

a. Analyze the above email transmission system. From a security point of view, what 
are its strengths and weaknesses?

b. What is a digital signature?
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5. Write a simple bash shell script to use john to perform a brute force dictionary attack 
against the file 0xBADF00D. In doing this, you should now be able to successfully open 
this file - what type of file are you dealing with?

6. The aim of this question is for you to crack the Unix account passwords in file passwd. 
To do this, follow these instructions1:

a. Use the Unix strings command to extract all the ascii strings from mem.dd (a bit im-
age copy of a suspects RAM) and dump these strings into a file (say mem.str). 

b. Using the wyd2 command, generate a dictionary file (say mem.dict) from this collec-
tion of ascii strings.

c. Now, using mem.dict as your wordlist file (along with rule mangling), use john to 
perform a dictionary attack upon the password hashes in passwd.
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1 Note: you may also find it useful to look over the supplied documentation for john.

2 Download this Perl script from:
http://www.social-engineer.org/framework/Computer_Based_Social_Engineering_Tools

:_Who's_Your_Daddy_Password_Profiler_(WYD)
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